
Lean training
1 day workshop 

Learn your Lean from people who live and breathe it every day. Renault-Nissan Consulting’s

Lean training workshops give you practical experience in applying the foundation tools and

approaches that form the bedrock of successful continuous improvement.

PRICE & BOOKING

E-mail us at RNC.Info@RNConsulting.co.uk 

Our workshop will offer you the chance to better understand key

Lean techniques and consider, with like-minded individuals, how

the application of the techniques introduced will help you to

realise your desired business improvement goals.

Delivered by Renault-Nissan Consulting Lean Experts,

participant numbers are limited to 12 people per workshop to

enable focused discussion and hands-on application. You will

leave with practical tools and knowledge to apply the learning in

your organisation and a deliver rapid return-on-investment.

In addition to an excellent insight into these core Lean elements,

our delivery team will be able to provide you with ideas related to

tool application based on projects undertaken within various

industries.

VENUE

• Renault-Nissan UK headquarters in Rickmansworth within

easy reach of the M25, Heathrow airport and central London

• At our training facility in Watford.

WHO SHOULD ATTEND?

The workshops are suitable for anybody from an operational

environment interested in Lean. Typical participants will have a

need or desire to deliver improvements within their organisation.

www.RNConsulting.co.uk

Tel: 01923 69 72 69

5S & VISUAL MANAGEMENT

Topics include info centres, 

KPI’s, concern & 

countermeasures, team 

meetings

PROBLEM SOLVING (‘SPOT’)
Topics include problem 

definition/mapping, root 

cause analysis, solution 

generation, benefit 

sustainment

NEXT COURSE DATES

15th Nov, 7th Dec, 6th March, 

21st Nov, 5th Dec

VALUE STREAM MAPPING 

MASTERCLASS
Apply different levels of 

process mapping within your 

organisation to identify and 

solve problems

SENIOR MANAGEMENT 

CONTINUOUS 

IMPROVEMENT 

AWARENESS
Provide insights into how 

improvement targets can be 

identified, demonstrate how 

to address general wasteful 

activity &  raise awareness of 

the framework to deliver 

targeted improvements

NEXT COURSE DATES

5th June, 27th Sept

£450 to £800 + VAT per person


